AVTEQ®

PLASMA & LCD CARTS

RPS-200
INNOVATIVE ROLLABOUT STANDS

The most FEATURES on the market:

► Adjustable mounting bracket for displays from 32” up to 55”
► Adjusts in height from 61” up to 71”
► Integrated universal screen mounting system
► 3-Position shelf
► 3” Casters, 2 with locks
► 100% Solid steel construction with chromed supports
► Can ship via UPS or FedEx

Choose your OPTIONS:

► Additional accessory shelf (RPS-AS4)
► Available with leveling feet

DIMENSIONS:

FOOTPRINT
Width- 36”
Depth- 38”

UNIT
Height- 71”

SHIPPING BOX
Length- 44”
Width- 8”
Height- 29-1/2”
Weight- 62 lbs

Available for immediate shipping

Ask about customized design and prototype capabilities

Furniture Engineered For Today’s Technology
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